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F O R E WO R D
This publication presents a group of ‘art furniture’ (and a recently identified stained glass
window) all attributed to Edward William Godwin (1833–86), much of which will be shown at
TEFAF Maastricht in March this year. The Bristol-born architect and designer, whose work is
synonymous with the so-called Aesthetic Movement, started as a Goth before coming under the
spell of Japan, and other sources including ancient Egypt and Greece. Like his contemporary
Christopher Dresser (1834–1904), Godwin was as much an inspired Victorian historicist as the
proto-modernist beloved of twentieth-century design historians.
This catalogue sets out to show Godwin at his most dramatic and daring, whether through his
much vaunted Japanese-inspired aesthetic or as a pure antiquarian. Each piece demonstrates the
characteristics of his work that led, from the late 1940s, to the admiration of early converts such
as Dudley Harbron, and later Nikolaus Pevsner and then Elizabeth Aslin. Dr Susan Weber, who
has kindly contributed an introductory essay, reminds me that her own Godwin odyssey began
in the 1990s when she poured over our research files here in London.
During a period of more than forty years handling works by Godwin, Blairman has enjoyed a
close cooperation with colleagues, sharing knowledge, discoveries and fun. With this in mind,
I acknowledge with pleasure the friendship and generosity of fellow dealers Jeremy Cooper,
Andrew McIntosh Patrick, Paul Reeves and Michael Whiteway. I was too young to have learned
from the pioneering collectors Charles and Lavinia Handley-Read, but both Susan and I bene
fitted hugely from the mentorship of the late Dr Clive Wainwright.
Above all, we are grateful for the continuing enthusiasm of our clients. The idea of a Godwin
catalogue evolved at the moment we were invited to reacquire a small group of furniture and
works of art from the collection of the late Saretta Barnet, three pieces of which are included
here. It is to Saretta’s memory that this catalogue is dedicated.
Martin P. Levy
London, January 2018

Dromore Castle, from G. Dudley Harbron, The Conscious Stone, 1949, p. 65

Edward William Godwin, F.S.A. (1833–86):
‘the greatest aesthete of them all.’
Edward William Godwin (fig. 1) was an English architect, designer, interior decorator, antiquary and theatrical producer, as well as a considerable design reformer, writer and critic.1 Max
Beerbohm (1872–1956) described him as ‘the greatest aesthete of them all’2 and many of his
outstanding designs for furniture (some four hundred pieces) produced under the broad heading of ‘art furniture’ are considered amongst the most innovative and functional creations of the
second half of the nineteenth century.
Trained as an architect, Godwin had little or no formal experience in designing or making
furniture. His early works included the restoration and redecoration of two gothic-revival
churches in Cornwall, which included church furniture: St Grada, Grade (restored 1860–61)
and the church of St Wynwallow, Landewednack (restored 1860). Like A.W.N. Pugin (1812–52)
and William Burges (1827–81), Godwin executed furniture in a reformed gothic style, derived
from mediaeval sources. He went on to design the interior furnishings for Northampton Town
Hall (1861–64), his first major architectural commission. As with his early designs for churches,
the muscular Northampton furniture, executed in oak, evokes mediaeval prototypes.

Fig. 1. E.W. Godwin, circa 1880. Courtesy of Helen Craig

Fig. 2 © Royal Institute of British Architects, London

But it was through his commission for the third Earl of Limerick at Dromore Castle, County
Limerick (1866–69) that he was able to demonstrate his distinctive approach to furniture,
exploiting an eclectic mix of Gothic, Celtic, Chinese, Japanese, and Egyptian sources. Although
the Irish-vernacular, gothic-style castle is now in sad disrepair, and its contents widely scattered
following their sale in October 1949,3 enough furnishings, and detailed drawings and specifications survive to appreciate the outstanding quality of this commission. The furniture ranged
from simple, lightweight bedroom chairs to an elaborate inlaid chess table.4 Among the many
surviving/original designs is a bookcase in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, a dressing
table in the Musée d’Orsay, Paris, and a side chair in the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe,
Hamburg and another, together with a settee, in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Other pieces such as the dramatic ‘Eagle’ chair with its Egyptian-inspired sculptural ‘hawk’
heads (cat. no. 2), a pair of wardrobes, a nursery buffet, a corner
washstand and an escritoire, are in
various private collections. Even the
right-hand lower section of the great
buffet (fig. 2), sold as lot 260 in 1949,
was discovered in Ireland by the late
Michael Wisehall, and is now in an
English private collection (fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Private collection

At the same time as he was working
on Dromore Castle, Godwin began
to make furniture for his own use.

Fig. 4. Art Institute of Chicago

His ebonised Anglo-Japanese sideboard, with its grid-like rectilinear form, and made in several
versions,5 is his best-known work (fig. 4). Like William Morris (1834–96), who could find no
satisfactory commercially-produced furniture for Red Lion Square, to which he moved in 1856,
and again for Red House, built in 1860 by Philip Webb (1831–1915), Godwin was also dis
appointed by what was available when he moved to London in 1867. He wrote:
When I came to the furniture I found that hardly anything could be bought ready made
that was at all suitable to the requirements of the case. I therefore set to work and designed
a lot of furniture, and, with a desire for economy, directed it to be made of deal, and to be
ebonised. There were no mouldings, no ornamental metal work, no carving. Such effect as I
wanted, I endeavoured to gain, as in economical building, by the mere grouping of solid and
void and by more or less broken outline.6
Fourteen of these early Godwin designed pieces were bequeathed in 1949 by Edith Craig,
Godwin’s daughter with Ellen Terry, to the Bristol City Art Gallery. This group is significant
both on account of its provenance and because it shows how successful Godwin was from the
start in achieving his aims as a furniture designer. The Bristol furniture includes one of the
famous ‘coffee’ tables (see cat. no. 5 for an example of this model), an ebonised sideboard (a
variant of fig. 4 above), a circular eight-legged table (see cat. no. 1 for an example of this model);
there are also two hanging bookcases, an ebonised settee (similar to that at Dromore), a modular
wardrobe with an en suite tiled wash stand, a double music stool, an easy chair, side chairs, and
a child’s chair.7
Although Godwin’s innovative designs enjoyed aristocratic patronage, such as from the Earl of
Limerick at Dromore Castle and the Marquess of Northampton at Castle Ashby, his closest and

most significant associations were within the milieu of aesthetes such as Oscar Wilde (1854–
1900) and James McNeill Whistler (1834–1903). But it was through his work for commercial
cabinet-makers that his influence was the most wide reaching. Among the many London-based
firms with whom Godwin was associated were Green & King (the furniture for Northampton
Town Hall), the Art Furniture Co. (along with Arthur Blomfield and Charles Locke Eastlake),
William Watt, Collinson & Lock (by whom he was paid a retainer), W.A. & S. Smee, Gillow (of
Lancaster and London), Cox and Son, Waugh & Co., and James Peddle. Reuben Burkitt & Co.
of Wolverhampton was, with William Watt, responsible for a large part of the furniture supplied
to the third Earl of Limerick for Dromore Castle.
While Godwin, a collector of Japanese goods after the London International Exhibition of 1862,
is understandably first thought of in terms of his Asian-inspired furniture, he was also inspired
by Elizabethan and Jacobean forms (see cat. no. 16), by Georgian furniture (see cat. nos 8 and 10)
as well as by ancient Egyptian and ancient Greek prototypes. No matter what style he worked
in, or what sources he borrowed from, he always came up with his own inventive interpretation.
As he explained: ‘It is easy enough to make up furniture in direct imitation of any particular
style… What I have endeavoured to secure in design, has rather been a modern treatment of
certain well-known and admired styles.’8
Many of his designs for furniture were reproduced in William Watt’s, Art Furniture from Designs
by E.W. Godwin, F.S.A., with Hints and Suggestions on Domestic Furniture and Decorations (1877).
Twenty plates of Godwin’s work, in a wide range of fashionable historical styles, in addition
to Anglo-Japanese, were included. Originally made for Godwin’s own home, two of his most
popular chair designs, the round armchair with cane seat and the ebonised wood wicker chair
(cat. nos. 4 and 8) appeared in the Watt catalogue. In fact, the wicker chair was one of the most
popular chairs in aesthetic households. Godwin’s furniture designs were also brought to the
attention of the general public and the trade through displays at the international exhibitions of
the period, the greatest promotional events of their time. Millions of viewers saw his work at
Vienna in 1873, Philadelphia in 1876, and Paris in 1878. His pieces continued to be showcased
by the London furniture firms that stocked his work from the 1860s to the mid-1880s, and in the
furniture fairs popular in London in the 1880s. Godwin’s furniture designs and interior schemes
would also be publicised through articles and advertisements which appeared regularly in the
architectural press. Moreover, he wrote frequently (some 450 articles) on contemporary design
issues for the leading publications including Building News, British Architect, and Architect.9
Notable design issues that Godwin addressed in his writings, and that were put into practice
in his executed furniture, related to domestic hygiene, cost effectiveness, utility, and function.
These concerns would preoccupy many designers during the twentieth-century, including Josef
Hoffman in Austria, Alvar Aalto in Finland and Charles and Ray Eames in the United States.
Distinctive characteristics in Godwin’s furniture were prompted by his approach to design. For
example, his case pieces, particularly those for bedrooms, are generally austere in design, with
little or no carved ornament to attract germs and dust. They are also usually lower than is
customary, so that their tops can be easily dusted, and the bottom drawer or section is raised
off the floor, often on castors, again to facilitate cleaning. His seat furniture has only enough
upholstery to render it functional but not enough padding to render it totally inviting. Caned
seats and backs and leather cushions were his preferred upholstery materials.
It was of paramount importance to Godwin that furniture should be well designed and, at the
same time, suitable for cost-effective production. He made a series for William Watt called
‘Economic Furniture’ for the parlour and bedroom that Godwin described as ‘designed for

Fig. 5. Private collection

single people living in small chambers.’10 He experimented with modular and fitted furniture,
and functionality was evident in the multi-purpose features that he incorporated into his furniture forms. His music stool illustrated in plate 12 of Watt’s Art Furniture, for example, had a
mechanism to raise and lower the seat. Hinged shelves supported by moveable brackets can be
found on many of his cabinets and tables to provide extra surface space when needed.
Designs that exemplify Godwin’s approach to clean lines, modest embellishment, and economical materials are those for ‘Cheap deal furniture’ in an 1872–79 sketchbook at the Victoria and
Albert Museum. From this group is the mahogany ‘angle’ cabinet (fig. 5).11 Godwin supplied

Fig. 6. Victoria and Albert Museum, London

the design to Collinson and Lock on 23 April 1874 (fig. 6). The composition of this cabinet is
made up from Godwin’s favoured use of ‘solids and voids’ and also, in the interest of hygiene
and cleanliness, leaves ample space off the ground for removal of dust.
Perhaps one of Godwin’s more frequently encountered designs, variants of which were manufactured by both William Watt and Collinson & Lock, is the eight-legged octagonal table. These
tables were inspired, in part, by Chinese hardwood stands used for lanterns or water basins since
the Ming Dynasty, drawings of which appear in his sketchbooks.12 The versions produced by
Collinson & Lock include one in ebonised mahogany with a calamander-veneered top (fig. 7),13

Fig. 7. Private collection

and another in Macassar ebony inlaid with ivory, that was exhibited at the Paris Exposition
Universelle of 1878.14 Other tables of this pattern include examples at the Minneapolis Museum
of Art, the Rhode Island School of Design, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
One of the most quintessentially Japanese designs that Godwin ever created was for the gong
and stand (back cover) that is in the collection of the National Museums and Galleries on
Merseyside.15 Not only are gongs a familiar part of the furnishings of Buddhist temples, but
the top rail, based on the torii gates of Shinto shrines and the riveted brass at the top, add to the
Japanese flavour of this object. But even here Godwin’s eclecticism is evident, with the rounded
brackets supporting the stand between the supports redolent of gothic forms, as also seen in the
Dromore bookcase.16
Nothing better represents the poetry of Godwin’s designs than the so-called ‘Greek chair’
manufactured by ‘representatives of William Watt’ (fig. 8). The design was included in the
‘Working Drawings for Inexpensive Furniture’ published in the Building News, 18 December
1885. Sketches in Godwin’s notebooks indicate that this chair was part of a series of Greek
forms inspired by nineteenth-century texts on ancient Greek art and by antiquities in the British

Fig. 8. Minneapolis Institute of Art

Museum. This example, one of three that descended from Elizabeth, Lady Kilbracken and her
daughter, Katherine Godley, is in the collection of the Minneapolis Institute of Art.17
Godwin’s unique style was the result of an understanding of nineteenth-century design challenges combined with an admiration for, and appreciation of, the past. He encouraged students
to study all civilisations warning them not to specialise in one particular style. He advised them
if ever asked in which style they worked to reply ‘my own’.18 Godwin wrote:

When we have learnt more [about] the past… and then, building on that foundation, we may
attain beauty for ourselves without any slavish imitation of past forms, working earnestly
towards that goal, and leaving the name of our work and its true estimate to the only fit
judge – posterity.19
Dr Susan Weber
New York, January 2018
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1
Ta b l e
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Walnut
73.6 × 81.2 cm (diameter)
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
With H. Blairman & Sons, 2017
Literature:
Handbook, TEFAF Maastricht, 2017
The present table is a smaller version of the ebonised table (106.5 cm diameter) that is assumed
originally to have belonged to the designer himself. In 1949 Edith Craig, Godwin’s daughter
with Ellen Terry, bequeathed the table to Bristol City Art Gallery (Wilson, et al., 1976).
William Watt illustrates a table of the same form in plate 14 of his 1877 catalogue, as part of an
interior (see below). An ebonised version (99 cm diameter), with brass ‘shoes’ is in the collection
of the V&A (Soros, 1999, cat. 213-a), and a walnut example (99 cm diameter) was on the art
market in 1987 (Soros, 1999, 213-b).
A close variant of this flared-leg design exists, with a circular, as opposed to arched, apron (Soros,
1999, cat. 229), and ones with an octagonal top are also recorded (Soros, 1999, cat. 217–217-a).
The price list at the back of the Watt catalogue relates that this model, ebonised, cost £7.15s,
while in walnut the cost was £7.7s., and brass shoes could be added for an extra £1.10s.
Private collection

Watt, pl. 14

2
‘Eagle’ Chair
The manufacture attributed to the Art Furniture Company
(established 1867)
Oak, with original leather upholstery, and brass castors
89 × 71.3 × 54 cm
English (London), circa 1869
Provenance:
Almost certainly third Earl of Limerick, Dromore Castle, and by descent until presumably sold
in 1949; […]; Christie’s (London), 5 May 1995, lot 30; Maurice Rheims; Piasa (Paris), 5 May
2016, lot 17, bt Lacoste, from whom acquired
Literature:
Aslin, 1986, pl. 5 (for the original drawing in the collection of RIBA, London – see below)
Soros, 1999, no. 114
To date, three variants of the ‘Eagle’ chair have come to light, and a fourth is recorded in
a nineteenth-century photograph. The present chair is the only one with a straight stretcher
beneath the seat rail, apparently corresponding directly with that detail indicated in the RIBA
drawing, and thus indicating the Dromore provenance.
The published design (Watt, 1877, pl. 11) shows a shaped stretcher, and this ‘Library’ chair,
which cost £10.10s., corresponds with the one Blairman exhibited at TEFAF, Maastricht, 2015
(private collection); a vertical strut divides
the lower leather panels in the back. A third
chair (Hoare, 1989, private collection) has the
shaped stretcher and the eagle heads have
crooked necks (Soros, 1999, cat. 114-a). Oscar
Graf has drawn our attention to a ‘crookedneck’ version, with the lower vertical strut, in
an 1889 photograph of 29 Lennox Gardens,
London, but the seat rail is hidden, and Soros
(1999, p. 95) mentions a photograph of the
actor Henry Irving seated in an ‘Eagle’ chair
in his dining room at 15, Grafton Street,
London.
Typical of Godwin’s eclecticism, the overall
form of the ‘Eagle’ chair probably derives from
Roman thrones, and echoes the earlier gothic
Northampton Town Hall ‘Councillor’s’ chair
(Soros, 1999, cat. 100). The stylized wings on
the backs and bird heads (indicative of Horus,
the Egyptian sun god associated with a falcon
or hawk), suggest Egyptian sources.
© Royal Institute of British Architects, London

3
Cabinet
The manufacture probably by Collinson & Lock (1870–97)
Ebonised mahogany, with brass mounts, and mirrored and clear glass
149.8 × 186.7 × 33 cm
English (London), circa 1875
Provenance:
John Glynn, Caldecote, Hurtis Hill, Crowborough; acquired at a sale on the premises, 1930s,
and by descent; Gorringe’s, 21 March 2017, lot 376, bt H. Blairman & Sons
A design in one of Godwin’s sketchbooks (V&A: AAD, A.124, E.507–1963, below) relates closely
to the overall form of the present cabinet. The glazed and mirror-backed central cabinet,
between curved lattice back and stepped shelves, has also been plausibly compared to a hanging
cabinet with similar details, published by Godwin in Building News, 1885 (Soros, 1999, cat. 384).
The attribution of the manufacture to Collinson & Lock is based on the cabinet’s similarity to
a narrower example, in rosewood, bearing the maker’s stamp (Soros, 1999, 323). The Georgianinspired dentil-cornice is a feature frequently found on furniture manufactured by Collinson &
Lock, and also on furniture designed by Godwin.
Another cabinet of this form, lacking the mirrored glass, (151.8 × 186.7 × 33.3 cm) was sold at
Sotheby’s (Olympia), 27 February 2003, lot 8, and again at Phillips (New York), 17 December
2013, lot 432; it is now in a private collection.
Private collection

© Victoria and Albert Museum, London

4
‘ Wi l l o w ’ C h a i r
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Ebonised beech, with the original wicker seat and back
93 × 42 × 42 cm
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
[…]; by repute Elizabeth Aslin; Andrew McIntosh Patrick
Exhibited:
The Andrew McIntosh Patrick Collection, Fine Art Society, 12 June to 5 July 2007, no. 255
According to Aslin, who reproduced a similar chair (1986, no. 8), a close variant of this model
was first designed in 1869 for Dromore Castle (Aslin, 1986, no. 7), but she also states that the
model was originally designed in 1867 for the designer’s own use. Once it went into production
by William Watt, the popularity of this light chair came to rival Morris & Co.’s ubiquitous
Sussex chairs (Aslin, 1986, p. 12).
This pattern, generally available in oak (£1.1s.) or ebonised (£2.2s.), was illustrated in plates 2
(see below) and 8 of the Watt catalogue (1877) as a ‘Willow chair’. The design also appeared in
a Watt advertisement in the British Architect, 25 January 1878.
There are many surviving close variants of this model, including one acquired by the City
Art Gallery, Manchester in 1981 (Soros, 1999, cat. 107-c), and another (from Blairman) by the
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin in 1999 (Soros,
1999, cat. 107-e). Six white painted chairs of
this pattern, sold from Dumfries House, but
which may originally have come from Oscar
Wilde’s London house in Tite Street, were
on the art market in 2017.

Watt, pl. 2

5
‘ C o f f e e ’ Ta b l e
The manufacture probably by William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Ebonised mahogany
69.8 × 41.5 × 41 cm
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
With H. Blairman & Sons, 1995; Saretta Barnet, until 2017
Literature:
Soros (1999), no. 207-c
Probably the most ubiquitous of Godwin’s designs, this table was endlessly plagiarized, with
greater or lesser success. Godwin complained about seeing this design ‘almost everywhere I
go, - in private houses, in show-rooms, in pictures, and in books’ (quoted in Kinchin and Stirton,
2005, p. 288). Godwin thought that the ‘art’ of the table was essentially not in the workmanship,
but rather in the synthesis of line and proportion. He noted that he had ‘seen the lines changed,
the proportions altered, until what I had regarded as a beauty became to me an offence and an
eyesore’ (Kinchin and Stirton, loc. cit.).
The proportion and lines of present table compare favourably with those on Godwin’s own
version (Soros, 1999, no. 207) and with one at Castle Ashby (Soros, 1999, no. 207-b). Also
comparable is the design published in Watt (1877, pl. 15, see below), and recorded in a sketch by
Godwin dated 29 July 1872 (V&A: AAD 4/9–1980, Soros, 1999, no. 212.1).
Godwin designed for the Lancaster and London cabinet-maker Gillow, and two tables bearing
the firm’s stamp also conform to the designer’s strictures with regard to line and proportion.
For a red-stained version see Blairman, 2009, no. 14 (private collection), and the Museum of
Modern Art, New York acquired a mahogany version (from Blairman, 1739.2012). Collinson
& Lock manufactured other,
presumably authorised variants
(Soros, 1999, no. 212). The best
of the ‘unauthorised’ examples
are those that follow a design
published by Wyman & Sons in
the Cabinet-Makers’ Pattern Book,
1877.
Private collection

Watt, pl. 15

6
Cabinet
Manufactured by Waugh & Sons
Walnut, with carved boxwood panels and ebonised details; painted panels and brass handles
237 × 213 × 74 cm
English (London), probably mid- to late-1870s
Marked:
Stamped ‘WAUGH & SONS / LONDON’ on large proper left drawer
Provenance:
Presumably made for John West Wilson (1816–89), and by descent; Crafoord (auction),
Gothenburg, around 2000; Boldon Auction Galleries, 2000
Waugh & Sons of 65, Tottenham Court Road, London was a carpet manufacturer, upholsterer,
gilt and decorative furniture maker, etc. In 1876 a quantity of furniture designs were ordered
from Godwin for stock. In 1881 the designer supplied the firm with a complete interior scheme,
including carpets (Aslin, 1986, p. 22). References to Waugh include one in a Godwin ledger book
(V&A: AAD 4/12–1980, f. 14, Soros, 1999, p. 276, n. 133,). Godwin supplied Waugh’s offices with
‘Anglo-Greek’ furniture, also in 1876 (Soros, 1999, p. 58 and n. 194).
The present cabinet is the first piece of furniture to be identified that can be associated with
Godwin’s designs for Waugh. The shallow carved, Japanese-inspired boxwood door and drawer
panels are redolent of his aesthetic, as are the painted vases of flowers in the coving at the top.
John West Wilson, who was born in Hull and died in Gothenburg, established the Hull-based
shipping firm Thos. Wilson Sons & Co., which later had a branch in Gothenburg, now called
Wilson Logistics.

7
Wi n d o w
Leaded stained glass, and coloured glass with prunts
62.6 × 38.5 cm
English, circa 1867
Provenance:
Probably Dromore Castle; […]; Mullens Laurel Park, Dublin, 10 August 2015; private collection
This is likely one of twelve windows designed by Godwin for the drawing room at Dromore
Castle. The windows depicted the months of the year, based on Edmund Spenser’s The Shepheardes
Calender (1579), which draws on the zodiac – see Soros et al., 1999, p. 194 and fig. 7–11. The
figure drawing an arrow is surely Sagittarius, therefore November, the iconography confirmed
by the arrow borders. The principle figure is presumably Colin, who is portrayed by Spenser in
November, lamenting a dead maiden.
Dromore Castle stands in dramatic disrepair, having been de-roofed in 1954 to avoid the payment of rates (see the Irish Aesthete, March 2014). The magical architectural remains, revealing
much about Godwin’s friendship with William Burges, are punctuated by empty openings, that
likely formerly contained, presumably leaded and stained glass, windows. The present example,
melding elements of gothic and aesthetic taste, appears to be the first surviving example to be
identified.
We are grateful to Jonny Yarker for his help with this entry.

8
Pa i r o f ‘ J a c o b e a n ’ A r m c h a i r s
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Ebonised beech, the upholstery of later date
87 × 53.4 × 51 cm
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
With H. Blairman & Sons, 2003; private collection
E.W. Godwin first created a chair of this pattern in 1867, for his own dining room. Ten years
later the design appeared in a plate of ‘Old English or Jacobean Furniture’ (Watt, 1877, pl. 15,
see below). While some of the pieces in this plate are clearly based on Jacobean furniture, the
description ‘Old English’ when applied to this model would seem more accurately to refer to
seat furniture from the late eighteenth-century, for example Sheraton-period black-japanned
chairs with caned seats, fashionable in the 1780s and sought after by collectors a hundred years
later (Soros, 1999, under no. 108).
It is instructive to examine closely how Godwin, who had a taste for Georgian furniture, adapted
and arguably improved this traditional design (see below). The curved and raked back, with its
slender arms is welcoming and comfortable. The eighteenth-century back has been transformed
into a Japanese-inspired grid of rectangular voids. The high stretcher fixed to rectangular blocks
adds strength to the legs, while allowing the turned and tapering lower sections (deliberately
angled at the back for stability) a delicacy and lightness. The success of the present example can
be measured against the many surviving plagiarized versions, often with a visually disturbing
cross-stretcher nearer to the ground.
Entry adapted from Blairman, 2004, no. 20.

Watt, pl. 15

Sheraton armchair
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Tw o S i d e C h a i r s
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Ebonised beech, the upholstery of later date
108 × 46 × 51 cm
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
With Haslam & Whiteway, 1995; Saretta Barnet, until 2017
Literature:
Soros, 1999, nos 125-c and 125-d
The present chairs are variants of the oak dining chairs supplied in 1869 for Dromore Castle
(Soros, 1999, no. 113-I-VII). Examples with a Dromore provenance are in the collections of the
Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, the V&A, and private collections.
An oak version of our chairs, under the heading ‘Library Furniture’ appears in Watt, 1877 (pl.
11) described as ‘stuffed back chair in embossed morocco’ and priced £4.4s.
Another chair from the present set was acquired in 1993 by the Geffrye Museum, (Soros, 1999,
no. 125-e), and a further ebonised chair was formerly in the collection of Gary Kemp (Soros,
1999, no. 125) and later sold at Sotheby’s (20 March 2008, lot 30).
These chairs are available individually

Watt, pl. 11
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‘ T e a Ta b l e ’
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Mahogany
69.9 × 85 × 28.3 cm (open: 75 cm)
English (London), 1876–87
Provenance:
With H. Blairman & Sons, 1994; Guy Hannen
Literature:
Blairman, 1994, no. 20
Soros, 1999, no. 228
Soros, et al., 1999, fig. 8–29
The design for this table, in the collection of the RIBA, is inscribed ‘Tea Table for Paris’ and
signed and dated ‘EWG Sep 1877’ (see below). The model was presumably conceived with
Watt’s stand at the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1878 in mind. An ebonised version (private
collection) has a Watt label (Soros, 1999, no. 228-a).
The form of our ‘tea table’ is clearly based on eighteenth-century ‘spider-leg’ tables with which
Godwin, as an admirer of Georgian furniture, would have been familiar; see, for example,
Edwards, 1954, III, p. 240, figs 25 and 26. Combined with Godwin’s characteristic reference to
an historic source, the present table displays the ‘lightness and elegance’ that foreshadowed ‘the
idea of modern interpretation that was soon to follow’ (Muthesius, 1904, p. 157).

RIBA design
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Cabinet
The manufacture probably by Collinson & Lock (1870–97)
Ebonised mahogany, with gilt-leaded glass and brass handles
164 × 78 × 47.4 cm
English (London), circa 1875
Provenance
With H. Blairman & Sons, 1995; Saretta Barnet until 2017
Literature:
Cynthia Zarin, ‘New York State of Mind’, Architectural Digest, March 1999, p. 114 (showing the
cabinet in situ in the apartment designed by Thad Hayes)
Soros, 1999, probably 331-a
Susan Moore, ‘Window into the creative mind’, Financial Times, 2 December 2017 (on Howard
and Saretta Barnet as collectors)
It has been suggested that the design might be one of the three display cabinets supplied by
Godwin to Collinson & Lock in 1873 (Soros, 1999, pp. 206–07).
A closely related rosewood cabinet of this form, with more elaborate brassware (acquired from
Blairman for a private collection) is stamped Collinson & Lock (Soros, 1999, no. 331). Mitchell
Wolfson Jnr acquired another cabinet, identical to the present example for the Wolfsonian-FIU,
Miami Beach, Florida (Soros, 1999, no. 331-b).
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Armchair
Manufactured by Gillow & Co. (circa 1730–1897)
Mahogany, with contemporary and probably original upholstery
71.2 × 52.7 × 55.3 cm
English (Lancaster or London), circa 1875
Marked:
Stamped ‘GILLOW’ on inside of seat rail and at top of leg, proper back left
Provenance:
Private collection, London; Mallams (Oxford), 7 December 2017, lot 176
While Godwin is known to have been associated with Gillow during the mid-1870s, the paucity
of documentation for the firm’s London branch has hampered greater understanding of his role.
No design for the present chair has been identified in the Gillow Estimate Sketch Books for Chairs
(Gillow Archive, City of Westminster Archive Centre, London: 344/137–39).
However, a drawing in one of Godwin’s sketchbooks strengthens the attribution: a design for a
five-legged armchair with a curved back turning into arms (V&A: AAD, E.496–1963, A.124). A
side chair by William Watt has a directly related lattice arrangement incorporated into the back
(private collection), and for an unlabelled example, see Soros (1999), no. 137; the same arrangement also appears in published designs (see, for example, in Watt (1877), pls 5 and 6).
An identical, ebonised example, stamped ‘GILLOW LANCASTER’ is in a private collection, and a third is in mahogany and unmarked (see Blairman (2010), no. 14), also in a private
collection.
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Corner Cabinet
The manufacture probably by Collinson & Lock (1870–97)
Ebonised mahogany, with painted panels, with brass handles and ‘shoes’, and mirror glass
212 × 86 × 45 cm
English (London), circa 1875
Provenance:
With Locke & England, Leamington Spa; with H. Blairman & Sons, 1980s; private collection;
with H. Blairman & Sons, 2011; private collection
Literature:
Soros, 1999, no. 330
Exhibited:
International Fine Art and Antique Dealers’ Show, New York, 2011
According to Godwin’s ledgers and cashbooks, in 1873 he supplied three corner cabinet designs
to Collinson & Lock, one of which was later shown at the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1878
(Soros, 1999, p. 206). The coved top, shoji lintels, Asian-inspired decoration, brass ‘shoes’ and
overall form are representative features of Godwin’s documented oeuvre.
An identical cabinet, found at David Lay, Penzance, was acquired from Blairman by a private
collector; this was subsequently sold at Phillips (New York), 15 December 2015, lot 316.
Angled corner cabinets were popular during the 1870s, and seem to have been favoured by
Godwin. Notable examples include the so-called Lucretia Cabinet at the Detroit Institute of Art
(Soros, 1999, no. 332), a corner cabinet comparable to the present example at the Seattle Art
Museum (2013:21), and the ‘Muir’ corner cabinet (private collection).
Private collection, on loan to the Delaware Museum of Art
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Ta b l e
The manufacture perhaps by William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Walnut
55.7 × 54.6 × 54.2 cm
English (London), circa 1880
Soros (1999, no. 226) shows an identical table (acquired from Blairman, private collection). The
design appears to derive from the sketch for a slightly smaller and taller table inscribed ‘Done
Watt Dec, 14 76’ (V&A: AAD, E.223–1963, f. 81, Soros, 1999, fig. 226.1). The present table is also
close to Watt’s November 1876 patent registration record in the National Archive, Kew (Soros,
1999, fig. 226.2, see below).
A mahogany variant, inset with Minton tiles, was in the collection of Elizabeth Aslin, but she did
not feel that her table had the refinement to have been manufactured under Godwin’s supervision (Aslin, 1986, no. 39).
Soros (1999, nos 226–226b) attributes these two tables, and a third in a private collection, to
William Watt.

© National Archive, Kew
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Ta b l e
The manufacture probably by Collinson & Lock (1870–97)
Rosewood, with brass ‘shoes’
68 × 51 × 51 cm
English (London), circa mid-1870s
The form of this table should be compared to a design prepared by Godwin for Collinson &
Lock as part of the commission (1873–75) for William Randolph Innes Hopkins at Grey Towers,
Nunthorpe (V&A: AAD, E.487–1963 – see below). Although the gothic pile still stands, albeit
in ruins, none of the twenty-five pieces of Godwin-designed furniture, nor the decoration, is
known to survive (Soros, 1999, pp. 40–41).
A table of this form, with angled brackets between the legs and the lowest horizontal stretchers
was formerly at Tyntesfield (Soros, 1999, no. 223).
Other examples to have been noted
include a rosewood example, the first
to be identified (private collection),
an ebonised, version acquired in 2007
(private collection), a rosewood version shown by Blairman at TEFAF,
Maastricht in 2009 (private collection), and another in a European
private collection.
Although Soros (1999, no. 223) de
scribes the design for the table as
‘Anglo-Japanese’, the fretted sides
might more accurately be seen as deriving from mid-eighteenth-century
English interpretations of Chinese
taste. The use of such sources includes designs published by William
Halfpenny, 1750, Paul Decker, 1759,
and Thomas Chippendale, 1763 (see
White, 1990, pp. 427–36).

© Victoria and Albert Museum, London
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‘ S h a k e s p e a r e ’ S i d e b oa r d
The manufacture attributed to William Watt (1857–1885/87)
Oak
70 × 156 × 56 cm
English (London), circa 1881
Provenance:
Private collection, 2010-present
Literature:
Building News, 11 November 1881 (see below)
Watt registered his design for this sideboard with the patent office on 14 November 1881 (Soros,
1999, p. 130), and the present example is the first to be identified. The armchair from the set,
based on the form of the caqueteuse (at the left end of the dining table in the Building News
engraving) is more frequently found, and was much reproduced during the final decades of the
nineteenth century (Soros, 1999, no. 176).
‘The Shakespeare Dining-Room Set’ can be seen as Godwin’s most avowedly antiquarian composition. However, while the form of the sideboard clearly derives from the form of seventeenthcentury furniture, the way the unadorned panels of the doors are detailed and shaped is in line
with Godwin’s uncluttered aesthetic. For examples of the type of furniture that Godwin was
referencing in his ‘Shakespeare’ sideboard, and which was much admired by nineteenth-century
antiquarians, see Edwards, 1954, II, pp. 194–97.
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Ta b l e
The manufacture attributed to Collinson & Lock (1870–97)
Mahogany
76.5 × 92 (open) × 46.5 cm
English (London), mid-1870s
Provenance:
With H. Blairman & Sons, 2016
In terms of design, this table ‘is considered one of the most overtly Anglo-Japanese’ (Soros,
1999, p. 146), and a quintessential example of Godwin’s oeuvre; a mahogany and brass-mounted
example is the dust jacket image for The Secular Furniture of E.W. Godwin (Soros, 1999, no. 211,
Metropolitan Museum of Art). A drawing in one of Godwin’s sketchbooks, dating from 1872,
shows a table corresponding closely with the design of the present table (V&A: AAD, E.255–1963,
f. 21; Soros, 1999, fig. 211.1). While the asymmetry of the shelves suggests Asian inspiration, the
folding flaps are more likely derived from Georgian ‘pembroke’ tables.
This folding table survives in a variety of versions and sizes. Godwin owned a mahogany table of
this pattern, with brass brackets, ‘shoes’, and struts supporting the flaps; this is now in the collection of the National Trust at Smallhythe Place, Kent (Soros, 1999, no. 211-a). Other examples of
this version include one sold at Chorley’s (30 November 2006) and now in the collection of the
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, and another sold Hall’s (21 May 2008, now in a private
collection). An ebonised version is in the collection of the Louvre Abu Dhabi (des Cars, 2013,
p. 265, no. 9).
A plain mahogany example, measuring
75 × 81 (open) × 41 cm., and with hidden
supports to the shelves, was sold at
Sotheby’s (20 March 2008, lot 38). The
present table is a larger version, and has
the same merit of a profile lacking the distraction of the angled shelf supports.
Several mahogany examples of what is
colloquially known as the ‘Smallhythe’
table have been noted embellished with
Edwardian-looking boxwood stringing.
Collinson & Lock closed its doors in
1897, and was absorbed by Gillow, soon
to become Waring & Gillow. As both
Collinson & Lock and to a lesser extent
Gillow, were associated with Godwin, it
has been suggested that these, presumably
later, versions were produced by Waring
& Gillow.
Private collection
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